NOVA Infinity Chuck Information
NOVA Infinity Chuck
(SKU 8000):
Body Only 4” Infinity Chuck, Infinity Jaw Slides,
operating handle, manual, 3mm Allen Key,
6mm grubscrew.
Weight: Approx. 5.5lbs (2.5kgs)
Takes standard NOVA Inserts to adapt
to a wide range of lathes
Accepts Infinity Jaw Accessory Range
NOVA Infinity Upgrade Kit
(SKU 8100):
4 x Infinity Upgrade Slides ,
No.1 – 4 , manual
Fits SuperNOVA2, NOVA G3 and NOVA Midi Chucks, Titan II
Does not fit: Original NOVA Chuck, original SuperNOVA, original Titan or
Compac Chucks.

Weight: .440 lbs (200 gms)
NOVA Infinity Retro Fit Kit
(SKU 8200):
4 x Infinity Retrofit Jaw Keys, manual
Fits all original NOVA Chuck Jaw Accessories
Weight: .220 lbs (100 gms)
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THE
GAME
CHANGER

UNLEASH YOUR DESIGN POTENTIAL

NOVA INFINITY MAXIMUM FLEXIBITY
After three years of research and development, NOVA is changing the woodturning game once again. The Infinity system is a sophisticated line of high
technology chucks & accessories that offers quick change of jaws, much
stronger grip, an uninterrupted range of compression and expansion sizes
and enhanced work holding capacities.

SPEND MORE TIME TURNING
NOVA Infinity QUICK CHANGE Chucks
The NOVA Infinity Quick Change jaw design* delivers amazingly fast jaw
change outs. It solves the major problem with changing jaws on conventional
woodturning chucks where screws are often hard to remove and can stick in
place or the screw heads snap off. Before Infinity, changing jaws was often a
lengthy and frustrating exercise for woodturners.
Compare this to using the NOVA Infinity Quick Change system where all four
jaw segments can be removed and different jaws
positively locked in place under 30 seconds! This makes it easy and fast to
mount the right jaws and change out jaws for the next project or multiple
projects. This will save you countless hours over the lifetime of your turning
work.

SEE FOR YOURSELF

UNLEASH YOUR TRUE DESIGN POTENTIAL

SAFETY FIRST

NOVA INFINTIY RETRO FIT JAW KIT

NOVA Infinity JAWS
A woodturner’s creativity is nearly limitless, bounded only by the
constraints imposed by their tools. The Infinity system’s jaws
eliminate the constraint of arbitrary gaps in holding ranges while
providing the best-in-class holding power invented by NOVA decades ago.
The NOVA Infinity Quick Change jaw series opens up a new approach to
woodturning - no longer limited by old conventional jaw constraints
(elimination of fastenings). NOVA has designed a seamless jaw series which
allows the turner to consider the base and shape of the wood piece and
then choose the jaw that best fits their design. Of course with NOVA Quick
Change the right jaws can be selected and changed out in a matter of
seconds making for fast project set up and changes.

NOVA Infinity, like all NOVA Products are Designed with a “Safety First”
Approach: Safety is always our first concern with the development of any new
product. With the NOVA Infinity system, the mandates to provide seamless
holding ranges and the ability to change jaw sets in seconds were preceded
by a mandate that the new system offer the same safety and reliability as our
standard chucks and jaws. The Infinity system delivers on all counts. Infinity
jaws lock into place with more positive contact area than standard jaws and
the holding force of the jaws to the slides
increases as RPMs increase.
Jaw travel stop is incorporated into the
design of the jaw slides to prevent them
dislodging from the chuck.

SKU 8200
The Infinity system Retro Fit Kit (jaw keys set) enables owners of standard
NOVA accessory jaws to fit them to their Infinity Chuck, or other Infinity
upgraded NOVA chucks. NOVA Smart Design - with the largest installed base
of woodturning jaws, we honour your investment and loyalty to NOVA and
want you to be able to put Infinity technology to work on your lathe as widely
as possible.

LOCK

STRONG
DIAL IN YOUR PROJECT
WITH A SEAMLESS
ACCESSORY RANGE TO FIT

NOVA UPGRADE & RETROFIT
There is easy access to Infinity for NOVA Customers.
Existing NOVA customers have several ways to access the benefits of the
Infinity system. NOVA always engages in product innovation that rewards
customer loyalty by making it easy to upgrade existing products and
equipment. With the launch of the Infinity system, this includes the Infinity
Upgrade Kit (jaw slide set) for upgrading all models of your Super NOVA2,
NOVA Precision Midi, NOVA G3, and Titan II chucks, and the Infinity Retro Fit
Kit (jaw key set) which converts the mounting system of all NOVA jaw sets to
be compatible with Infinity jaw slides. You can keep your favourite jaws and
chucks and still reap the benefits of turning with Infinity.

Both the jaw slides and the keys are made
from a special self-lubricating, sintered,
metal amalgam, 3x the tensile strength of
conventional machine grade steel.
The embedded inline fastening design
of the jaw key to the jaw slide delivers
the strongest bond against the outward
rotational thrust. The cam key automatically locks against the rotational thrust
and if there is any wear over time it simply beds the cam in more securely to
the jaw slide.

NOVA INFINITY TOTAL SYTEM
MAXIMUM FLEXIBITY
Infinity Chuck
SKU 8000
A full chuck option for those who are
purchasing NOVA for the first time, or
who want a full chuck alongside their
existing NOVA technology. A solid
geared chuck with full duracon
composite indexing backing plate,
handle and Infinity Jaw technology.
Takes standard NOVA inserts to adapt to
a wide range of lathes. Accepts Infinity
Jaw Accessory Range.

NOVA INFINITY UPGRADE KIT
SKU 8100
The NOVA Infinity Upgrade kit is perfect for those who already own a NOVA
chuck (some limitations see back cover) and who wish to upgrade their
existing chuck technology to access the benefits of the NOVA Infinity system
and the innovative accessory range. NOVA has been the market leader in
chucks since we released the first four jaw chuck in 1988. The Infinity system
design allows customers to upgrade most existing NOVA chucks with these
quick change jaw slides. For NOVA, true innovation means rewarding loyal
customers with options to benefit from technology advancements without
having to start from scratch.
NOVA Infinity Upgrade Kit
upgrades your existing
SuperNOVA2 or G3 chuck
to the latest Infinity
technology, simply
update your Jaw slides.
NOVA and INFINITY are registered marks
of
Teknatool InternationalLtd
*(Patent Pending 603820)

NOVA and INFINITY are registered marks of Teknatool International Ltd

NOVA INFINITY
ACCESSORY JAW RANGE
Over 19 unique designs in a seamless range approach. NOVA Design
Thinking – seamless accessory jaws means you can design your
project from the ground up. With no fastenings, you don’t need to work
around a jaw design – NOVA is the first chuck manufacturer to turn the
process on its head and put turners in the driver’s seat with their project
design.
These jaws are much more powerful and capable compared with the older
NOVA accessory jaws.
NOVA Infinity Bowl Jaw Series 1-7
NOVA Infinity Saw Tooth Series 1-4
NOVA Infinity Smooth Tower Series 1-4
For the future, our NOVA Infinity design allows us the freedom to
continue to develop an ‘infinite’ range of jaw holding possibilities which will
further extend your woodturning horizons.

Bowl Jaw SKU 8301

Bowl Jaw SKU 8307

Saw Tooth SKU 8311

Smooth Tower
SKU 8321

Smooth Tower
SKU 8302

Smooth Tower
SKU 8314

Showing just some of the extensive and seamless range of Infinity Accessories.
For more of the range, see in-store or on our website.

